
I will learn:

Further Reading

Greater Depth Challenge

Key Words

This will help in the future: 

I should already know:

Knowledge Organiser Focus:

R.E.
I can identify religious leaders.
I can compare places of worship.

Art and Design
I can investigate existing products.
I can develop and practise sewing 
skills.
I can  design and follow a design to 
create a product.

Geography
I can name the continents of the 
world.
I can understand the facilities that a 
village, town or city need.
I can understand key features of a 
geographical location.

sewing The process of joining items with a needle and thread.

materials Materials are what objects are made from.

algorithm Step-by-step instructions to complete a task.

debugging The process of finding and fixing an error in an algorithm.

continent Massive areas of land separated from other by water or other natural features.

facilities Something built for a specific purpose.

religious leader A person within a religion who guides or inspires others.

Meerkat Mail by Emily Gravett
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYQuLui-lp0

Emma Jane’s Aeroplane by Katie Haworth
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KG_G6eJktjM

I know the four main directions on a 
compass: North, South, West, and East.

I can explain to someone else how I want 
to make my product.

I can name capital cities of countries in 
Europe.
I can identify the techniques used by 
different artists.

Explore the local facilities in 
Sheffield, what are they and 

why are they important?

The World We Live In

Continents of the world Thinking Deeper Challenge
There are 7 continents across the world.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYQuLui-lp0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KG_G6eJktjM


Knowledge Organiser Focus:

Music
What is a rhythmic pattern?

A rhythmic pattern is a succession of musical 
notes within a piece of music. These notes 
can be sung or played on an instrument.

Geography
Morocco is in the northwest corner of Africa and is bordered by 
the North Atlantic Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea. Fifty-seven 
percent of the people live in cities such as Fez, Casablanca, and 
Marrakech, on the coastal plain. The major resources of 
the Moroccan economy are agriculture, mining, and tourism. Sales 
of fish and seafood are important as well.

Art
Glove puppets
Glove puppets are usually made from fabric. 
This allows the puppet to be moved and interacted 
with. 

Stitching
There are several different methods of stitching 
when sowing. Some of these are: running-stitch, 
ladder-stitch and cross-stitch.

The World We Live In

R.E
What is a religious leader?
A religious leader is one who is recognised by 
a religious body as having some authority 
within that body. Religious leaders have the 
power to raise awareness and influence 
attitudes, behaviours and practices.

One religious' leader for Christianity is Noah. 
Noah was a righteous man and walked with 
God. Seeing that the earth was corrupt and 
filled with violence, God instructed Noah to 
build an ark in which he, his sons, and their 
wives, together with male and female of all 
living creatures, would be saved 
from the waters.

People in Morocco are likely 
to see the Fennec fox, 
Dorcas's gazelle, golden 
jackals, snakes, and lizards. 
Fennec fox, a fox noted for its 
huge ears and native to the 
Sahara desert.


